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Abstract

Why do power sector reform succeed and fail in democratic contexts? We conduct comparative case
studies of these reforms in the largest 20 Indian states. These states have responded to India’s electricity
generation, transmission, and distribution crises in different ways. Similar to conventional case studies,
our research design has the virtue of allowing us to explore historical processes. However, having a
large number of cases also enables us to consider multiple causal factors at the same time. Both the
findings and non-findings speak to the broad debate on the possible causes of reform failure. We find
support for hypotheses emphasizing electoral opportunism and the politics of interest group (organized
labor, agricultural interests). In contrast, partisan cleavages do not seem to explain reform failure. These
findings offer new insights into politically feasible reform strategies for India.
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1 Introduction

A functioning electricity sector is essential for sustained growth. The poor quality of electricity supply is

a major impediment to both industrialization [1] and rural development [2]. However, many developing

countries have faced great difficulty in reforming their power sectors [3]. There are many potential barriers

to successful power sector reform, ranging from weak institutional capacity to special interest politics and

popular opposition to higher electricity prices as well as privatization.

In India, only some states have made meaningful progress in power sector reform. 1 summarizes vari-

ation in reform progress across twenty states in 2002 (one year prior to India’s 2003 Electricity Act) and

2019. By 2019, only Odisha and Delhi had managed to initiate all six standard power sector reforms.1Several

states have unbundled without privatization and Kerala has provided open access to the power grid without

unbundling.

[Figure 1 about here.]

What are the fundamental causes of failure in power sector reform? Although the power sector is widely

recognized as critical to economic development, the causes of failure in reforming this sector are not well-

understood. Most existing studies focus on explaining a single case (e.g.,[4, 5, 6, 7, 8]). When multiple

cases are considered [9, 3], the number of cases analyzed remains too small for systematic comparisons

and testing of multiple hypotheses. Existing studies of Indian power reforms have suggested several factors

that can facilitate or impede reform efforts, but these competing arguments have yet to be combined into a

comprehensive analysis covering more than just a few states.2

To examine the politics of power sector reforms, we conduct case studies in 20 Indian states, including

the special jurisdiction of Delhi. Although the central and state governments share authority over power

sector reforms, these reforms are always implemented by state governments [11]. Intense electoral compe-

tition, clientelism, populism, and powerful sectoral interests also raise barriers to reform, making India an

interesting case for understanding variation in reform success and failure. While power sector reforms are in

most countries a question of national policy, the highly decentralized Indian context sheds interesting light
1However, Odisha went through a period of reversing privatization when it had to revoke distribution licenses in 2015 due to

poor performance of corporatized entities. In 2019, they settled with Tata Power to manage distribution.
2Also, whereas previous studies [10] look at the existence or steps of reforms, our aim is to measure whether the reforms have

been successful.
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on the politics of liberalization when the deck is stacked against policy change. India’s reforms over the

past two decades are often characterized as “gradualism” [12], and the considerable variation across Indian

states allows structured and controlled comparisons across broadly similar settings. India is the world’s

largest democracy, and the country’s federal structure provides state governments with substantial authority

over economic policies [13, 14, 15], including power sector reform [16].

We examine India’s 20 largest states by population and collect original data on reform outcomes and

political-economic factors related to the reform process. Combining case study and comparative methods

[17, 18, 19, 20], we provide a full description of the reform process in each state. After conceptualizing

several political obstacles to reform, we examine each case for the presence of any obstacles and pressures

to reform. Combining this process analysis with an evaluation of the general success or failure of the reform,

we can test multiple hypotheses about the causes of reform failures.

We consider three conventional explanations for the success or failure in economic reforms: interest

group opposition, electoral opportunism/populism, and partisan politics. The literature on economic reforms

frequently emphasizes the role of vested interests as an obstacle to policy change [21, 22, 23, 24]. In the

case of Indian power sector, it has been suggested that major landowners, who benefit from free electricity

that reduces the cost of irrigation, and labor unions have played important roles in stopping reforms [4, 25,

26]. At the same time, theories of comparative democracy would link the lack of power sector reform to

electoral populism by parties competing for electoral victory in a clientelist setting [27, 28, 29]. Other studies

of Indian power sector reforms have noted that reforms are often initiated following elections [11, 30].

Finally, many studies in economic reform emphasize partisan politics in democracies, with left-wing parties

opposing the reforms demanded by their right-wing counterparts [31]. While the left-right cleavage is often

not the most salient in India [32, 33], Besley and Burgess [15] do find support for differences between

left-wing and right-wing parties in progress of land and tenancy reform.

We find strong support for two of the three canonical explanations. First, opposing interest groups

(farmers, labor unions) have played a key role in undermining efforts to reform the power sector. In cases of

reform failure, strong opposition by influential agricultural interests and labor unions is frequently present

and shapes the calculus of political leaders; these conditions rarely exist in cases of successful reform. Sec-

ond, electoral opportunism/populism also plays a role, as incumbent state governments often stop making
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progress because of populist challenges by competing parties during election campaigns. In cases of re-

form failure, we frequently see strong electoral pressure to stop or reverse power sector reforms through

consumption subsidies and political interference in electric utilities. In qualitative case studies, we also

demonstrate the mechanisms by which agricultural and labor union opposition derail power sector reforms.

We also note that in India, many cases of success have not followed the textbook strategy of privatization and

liberalization, but instead focused on improving the performance of state-owned utilities. West Bengal is a

prime example of success in reforms led by a communist government through this hybrid strategy. In this

regard, our evidence reaffirms the importance of not forcing one-size-fits-all solutions in different countries,

but instead following a pragmatic strategy that fits the local political conditions (e.g., [34]).

2 Background: Power Sector Reform in India

Following India’s independence in 1947, the government’s federal structure allowed both the central and

state governments to pass laws governing power provision. This turn toward public ownership of the power

sector was solidified with the passage of the Electricity Supply Act of 1948, which provided for the estab-

lishment of the Central Electricity Authority (CEA) and coordinated power provision throughout India. The

act also dictated the creation of State Electricity Boards (SEBs), which were responsible for the generation,

transmission, and distribution of electricity within each Indian state. SEBs were housed within their respec-

tive state government’s Ministry of Power and operated as a direct extension of the state government with

minimal oversight from the central government. Most Indian state governments established SEBs, with the

exception of a few minor states that instead relied upon a government agency to manage the power sector

[35]. The states that elected not to establish SEBs, such as Goa, Sikkim, and Tripura, were the smallest in

either population or area and barely generated any of their own electricity. Despite persistent power deficits

and ever increasing financial shortfalls, this arrangement remained substantially unchanged until the 1990s.

The primary reason for widening power loss and the financial predicament of the SEBs was cross-

subsidization of the politically favored agricultural sector, which came at the expense of industrial cus-

tomers. This began a vicious cycle whereby industrial customers met their energy needs through “captive

generation” (off-grid electricity generation for own use) while the political strength of the agricultural lobby

prevented reform of the heavily subsidized tariff rates for agricultural customers [4]. The inability to col-

lect adequate tariffs to cover operating expenses deprived many SEBs of the financial capital necessary to
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expand electricity generation to meet ever-increasing demand for power as the Indian economy developed

and hobbled efforts towards rural electrification [36]. Rampant transmission and distribution (T&D) loss

exacerbated the financial plight of SEBs. On average, the magnitude of T&D loss increased dramatically

since the early 1990s. It was not until the enactment of the 2003 Electricity Act that these losses narrowed.

Following India’s balance of payments crisis in 1991, the Rao government embarked on a policy of

aggressive economic liberalization and the Indian power sector opened up to foreign investment under the

Independent Power Producer (IPP) policy. Under this framework, many SEBs signed long-term power

purchase agreements in exchange for private sector investments aimed at increasing generating capacity [37].

Despite the fact that the IPP policy signaled a major turn toward private investment in a sector historically

dominated by the Indian government, it did not directly reform the politically dominated SEBs despite

their continued financial losses. Despite the blessing of the national government, private investors remained

hesitant to invest in many of the Indian states. By 1996, the failure of the IPP policy was evident, and the

central government issued guidelines urging the state governments to reform their SEBs through unbundling.

These guidelines paved the way for further legislation that created politically insulated State Electricity

Regulatory Commissions (SERCs) and allowed for “open access” to transmission lines for private generating

companies under the Electricity Act of 2003 [38].

It was during this period that the Indian state of Odisha sought funding for the completion of a hydro-

power generation project and a new thermal power plant. After being rebuffed by all external sources of

private funding, the Government of Odisha was offered financing for the generation projects by the World

Bank. This funding required Odisha to reform its ailing SEB via unbundling and to subsequently privatize

several of the newly unbundled entities [9]. Odisha’s experience with unbundling and privatization was the

first case of SEB reform, and signaled the beginning of the power sector reform that is currently ongoing

in other Indian states. Delhi was the next state to begin electricity sector reform, and by the late 1990s the

capital city had embarked on a path of unbundling coupled with limited privatization. The Government of

Delhi learned from the problems encountered by Odisha only a few years earlier, and accepted private sector

bids based on reduction of power losses rather than lowest bid price [39]. By the end of the 1990s, Odisha’s

reforms were considered partially successful while Delhi’s experience delivered more promising results.

The second phase of reforms began with the Electricity Regulatory Commissions Act of 1998 and
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continued with the nationwide Electricity Act of 2003. In addition to establishing a Central Electricity

Regulatory Agency at the national level, the law also required the creation of State Electricity Regulatory

Commissions (SERCs) [37, 38]. The 2003 Act was broad in scope, and necessitated reforms in several key

areas. First, the Act mandated the establishment of SERCs and the unbundling of SEBs; and responsibility

for overseeing the progress of these reforms was vested in the Central Electricity Agency (CEA). Unlike

their predecessors, the SERCs were primarily concerned with reforming the tariff setting mechanism, and

allowed for states to move responsibility for setting tariffs to an agency outside of the politically motivated

Ministries of Power in Indian states. The law also simplified the process by permitting states to establish

SERCs without new legislation at the state level. The establishment of a functioning SERC is a major step in

the reform process given that a functioning and politically insulated SERC is crucial for removing electrical

subsidies for the agricultural sector. Second, power generation was mostly de-licensed, and independent

power companies were allowed to use the power grid under an open access framework. Lastly, the 2003 Act

required the metering of all electricity and strengthened provisions against power theft [40, 38]. While both

of these provisions reduced the distribution of free power, they also limited the ways that politicians could

provide free or low cost power to favored constituencies. Delhi and Odisha’s experiences drew attention to

the promises and pitfalls of electricity sector reform. Since then, the remaining Indian states have embarked

on electricity sector restructuring; although some have moved quickly while others have lagged behind.

Figure 2 shows T&D losses over time for all of India, the count of reforms at the state level over time,

and variation in the types of reforms enacted by 20 Indian states. While initial power sector reforms began

as early as 1996, their number grew rapidly after the 1998 and 2003 national legislative acts that facilitated

new policies at the state level. Most states began by constituting an SERC and making it functional, often

followed by unbundling and electricity distribution reforms. Open access reforms increased rapidly in 2005

because of national legislation, while privatization has remained unpopular throughout. In the supplemen-

tary appendix, we also provide counts of reforms by state.

[Figure 2 about here.]
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3 Theoretical Framework

3.1 Pressure to Reform

The primary goal of this article is to evaluate the explanatory power of several canonical arguments regarding

political impediments to power sector reform. We start by providing baseline expectations for the pressure

to reform based on technical and economic considerations and availability of external finance. Because

power sector reforms are a response to performance problems in electricity generation, whether technical or

financial, we must first account for the baseline propensity of reform.

Inadequate Power Generation Capacity, Financial Concerns: The pressure to reform the power sector

in many developing countries has historically stemmed from a surge of demand for electricity that could not

be met. The problem on the supply side was that the electricity sector suffered from investment shortages

in utility maintenance, limited capacity to expand coverage to rural areas, and frequent power disruptions.

Unlike developed countries that worked to improve efficiency within their existing regulatory framework,

many developing countries began with changing existing regulatory structures responsible for financial and

generation shortfalls [41, 42]. Prior to reform, similar problems existed in India, with SEBs failing to

meet electricity demands and facing financial difficulties [43]. By the 1990s, state-owned enterprises in the

electricity sector were not financially viable, and at one point were collectively losing over USD 5 billion per

year [11]. Bhattacharya and Patel’s study [44] shows evidence of the financial situation of twenty discoms

across six states in 2001 and finds that all but two (in Andhra Pradesh) had cash losses. They find that even

after the passing the Electricity Act, most discoms were unable to convert these cash losses to profits.

The Indian government’s reports show that one of the main reasons for inadequate electricity supply

was the lack of investment allocated to the transmission and distribution system.3 This resulted in technical

losses, including frequent power outages and fluctuations in the availability of electricity. T&D losses in

India in 1992 were on average 22.9%, peaked in 2002 at 33.98%, and has steadily decreased since then

to 21.04% in 2018 [46]. However, this is still a high percentage compared to other countries (e.g., Brazil

was at 16.87% in 2016). The slow improvement of the sector prompted action by the national government.
3While our focus is on the implementation of policies at the state level, it is worth noting that the Central government has

nationwide schemes such as the 2008 Restructured Accelerated Power Development and Reform Programme (R-APDRP previously
under other names since 2000) or the 2015 Ujwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana (UDAY) scheme. The R-APDRP, for instance,
conditionally finances projects for improving existing power plants. We do not include this separately in our analysis because all
but two states have received these grants. Also the impact of these programs on improving the power sector is unclear [45].
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Another problem for India, and many other developing countries, has been the lack of a proper billing and

collection mechanism. The lax collection of electricity charges often results in non-payment, which becomes

a financial burden for the power sector. Part of these losses are also attributed to electricity theft.

Hypothesis 1. States with inadequate electricity generation capacity and poor financial performance of

state-owned electric utilities are more likely to implement power sector reforms successfully.

Foreign Loans: With limited financial capacity, many governments in the developing world have turned

to development organizations such as the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and development

agencies in developed countries for loans to carry out domestic development projects. These loans are

often bundled with a group of structural adjustment guidelines and reform timetables that governments are

expected to meet during the reform. Conditionality aims to induce governments to change policies that

are unlikely to be changed otherwise, shield national governments from opposition pressures, and signal

private donors about improved government performance in hopes of stimulating further investment [47].

While these structural adjustments are usually aggressive measures towards market-oriented reforms, they

are expected to incentivize good governance and economic growth that will lead to long-term political

stability.

The power sector is no exception to this pattern [48]. The World Bank’s main strategy to improve the

supply of electricity is vertical dis-integration or unbundling of the distribution, transmission, and generation

systems. These unbundled entities are then privatized in order to reduce the share of government expendi-

ture on electricity provision while making resources available for education, health, and other infrastructure

[49]. The Asian Development Bank also provides conditional loans and require countries to reform their

electricity sector. A survey on energy sector reform by the World Bank focused on six key steps for reform

which include the commercialization of the utility, legislation on unbundling and privatization, an indepen-

dent regulatory body, restructuring of the core state-owned utility, private investment in greenfield sites, and

privatization [50].4

Hypothesis 2. States with access to foreign loans for power sector reform are more likely to implement

power sector reforms successfully.
4Naqvi [7] notes, however, that in Pakistan many donor-led reform efforts have failed in practice. More generally, Williams and

Ghanadan [34] warn against one-size-fits-all approaches to power sector reform.
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3.2 Why Reforms Fail

Building on a large body of literature in the political economy of market reform, we now consider the most

important potential obstacles to reform. Drawing on existing studies from both India and elsewhere [51, 52],

we identify interest group opposition, electoral populism, and partisan cleavages as possible explanations.

While these hypotheses are not original, our comparative approach is the first systematic effort to evaluate

these hypotheses in one structured study.

Interest Groups: Interest groups can exert a considerable influence over the course of economic reform.

For instance, Hellman [53] argues that interest groups, particularly those that benefited from earlier reform

attempts, became the most powerful impediment of structural reforms in the post-Soviet region. Politicians

are susceptible to interest group pressures as interests groups deploy their resources, in the form of votes,

financial contributions, or information that is useful to legislators pursuit of policy agendas [54].

For power sector reform, we identify two main opposition groups. First, the employees of public sector

utilities may take action due to a fear of wage cuts and job losses. In countries dominated by state-owned

industries, such as India [55], public sector workers are especially well-organized with a strong inclination to

maintain the status quo [14]. Second, opposition to reforms is likely to be stronger in previously subsidized

sectors, such as the public and agricultural sectors in India. In India, agricultural interest groups have

enjoyed a long history of subsidized power [25, 30]. Many theoretical works describe agricultural lobbies

as well-organized groups successful in influencing the policy-making process.

Hypothesis 3. States with organized labor and/or agricultural interest groups are less likely to implement

power sector reforms successfully.

Partisan cleavages: Partisan politics provides a possible explanation for why some Indian states have

achieved impressive reform progress while others have not. First, market reforms for public utilities could be

impeded by salient partisan cleavages within the state governments. In many cases around the world, the left-

right tension is particularly problematic for reform that aims for privatization [31]. Generally, privatizing

the public sector into a profit-oriented enterprise goes against left-wing political ideals. Therefore, state

governments entangled in left-right conflicts could achieve slower reform progress than those dominated by

a single party or an ideologically cohesive ruling coalition.
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In India, Besley and Burgess [15] found that the Congress party and “soft” left party majorities signif-

icantly reduce the probability of implementing all types of land reform bills. In contrast, the “hard” left

parties, namely the Communist Party, have a positive influence on tenancy reform, abolishing intermedi-

aries, and passing land ceiling legislation. Nevertheless, partisan conflict still occurs on key issues (though

not necessarily on a consistent, left-right issue dimension). Generally speaking, the Communist parties are

considered the most programmatic and ideologically stringent of all Indian political factions, advocating for

economic redistribution and against market liberalization [33]. Conversely, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)

has championed market liberalization since the 1990s, although Congress has taken small steps towards

narrowing this policy gap between India’s two major national parties.

Hypothesis 4. States with partisan cleavages at the state level are less likely to implement power sector

reforms successfully.

To be sure, this hypothesis has its detractors in the Indian context. There is some disagreement about

the importance of partisan positions on the left-right spectrum in Indian politics. Chhibber [56] argues that

India’s decentralized federal structure combined with variation in salient social divisions, such as Muslim-

Hindu, tenant-landlord, and workers-industrialists, across different states has rendered the left-right distinc-

tion between parties almost meaningless. The issues that energize voters at the state level often have little

relevance at the national level or in other Indian states. Given these factors of the Indian political landscape,

partisan cleavage may only sporadically block reform.

Electoral populism: The final political obstacle to consider for power sector reform is electoral populism.

Many have argued that introducing reform, despite its long-term benefits, will only undermine the electoral

support of office-seeking politicians. In the end, the popular skepticism against market reform culminates

in frequent political turnovers and policy deadlock. As illustrated by Przeworski [57] J-curve, the economy

may need to sustain interim political and economic instability before reform brings expected utilities in the

long run.

In countries such as India, where the pattern of democracy emphasizes clientelism and patronage [27,

58], electoral populism and opportunism are particularly potent threats to reform [59]. Santhakumar [16]

has shown that such cost considerations can go a long way toward explaining opposition to power sector

reform among the Indian public, and privatization in particular. If voters reward politicians for immediate
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gains and harshly punish them for short-term costs, then the promise of benefits over the long run is neither

credible nor effective. Therefore, electoral incentives to avoid initially costly reforms should overwhelm

most reform efforts.

Hypothesis 5. States are less likely to implement power sector reforms successfully when leaders face

electoral pressure to avoid adjustment costs.

4 Research Design

Our research design is tailored to 20 cases, a number too large for a detailed qualitative analysis, yet too small

for quantitative analysis. We apply the comparative method in a fashion that analyzes each case in sufficient

detail to consider various hypotheses and code the key variables even when we cannot fully quantify them.

Similar to most quantitative studies, we compare across cases based on the same set of variables in order

to evaluate the explanatory power of several hypotheses at the same time. The strength of this research

method lies in drawing from developments relating to comparative case studies, and taking full advantage

of variation in both potential explanatory and dependent variables [17, 18, 19, 20].

The procedure used to develop the case studies requires that all factors that impeded reform efforts in

any of the cases were examined across all cases. For instance, if labor union opposition hindered reform

efforts in one state, we examined the reactions of employee unions across all of the states to ensure that this

information was not omitted from any particular case. In order to ensure that the coding of these variables

was consistent across all of the cases each variable was coded on three separate occasions:

• First, each state was reviewed on a on an individual basis by a member of the research team. The

designated member then completed the initial case study.

• Second, all cases were cross checked by all researchers verifying results by issue.

• Lastly, the coding was verified by a second researcher on an issue-by-issue basis as well.

Any instance in which there were conflicting coding results prompted a meeting of the research team so

that everyone involved could identify the source of discrepancy and reconcile it. Examples of discrepancies

include the coding of partisan cleavages and differing evaluations of electoral populism.
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4.1 Unit of Analysis and Data Sources

The unit of analysis is an Indian state. In total, we analyze the causes, process, and outcomes of the power

sector reform in 20 states. The time period under investigation covers the years between 1991, in which the

Indian legislation that encouraged independent power generation set in motion efforts to liberalize India’s

electricity sector, and 2019. For data up to 2012, we rely on a comprehensive report by the Ministry of

Power of India released a comprehensive report to track the progress of power sector reform in the Indian

states [60].5 For the post-2012 period, we rely on newspapers, other studies, and government resources to

code the rest of the data.

In addition to the Ministry of Power reports, we have consulted various state level governmental doc-

uments, reports from non-governmental entities and think tanks evaluating the reform process, and news

coverage of the implementation of reforms in each state. The state level governmental documents were

mainly collected from the newly corporatized entities that replaced the SEBs. These detail how reforms

were implemented and documented the technical and financial performance of the new corporate entities.

Moreover, power sector reforms at the state level were assisted and studied by many non-governmental enti-

ties, culminating in reports for many of the states included in our analysis. Some of these reports were pro-

duced by development assistance organizations such as the World Bank or the Department for International

Development (DFID) in the United Kingdom, some were produced by public policy think tanks in India,

private sector consultants hired to identify pitfalls encountered by other states, and academic researchers

studying the reform process.

4.2 Reform Outcomes

The outcomes of interest are the success or failure of power sector reform in individual states. We define a

state as achieving “completely successful” reform if the following three conditions were met in 2019:

• An SERC must have been established and must be operational.

• The existing SEB must have been unbundled and the new corporatized entities must be operational.

• The financial losses incurred by the state government must have been reduced or been transformed to
5Because the Ministry of Power is a central entity, it has no incentive to manipulate data in favor of specific states.
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profitability. Meanwhile, electricity provision must have improved, with observable decline in T& D

losses, compared to levels supplied by the SEB.

States that only met one or two of these conditions are coded “partial success.” If none of them are met, a

state is considered a failure.

Electricity reform invariably starts with the establishment of a functional SERC. States where either an

SERC does not exist or is not operational are considered failures. Withholding budgetary funds or personnel

appointments are some common ways that an SERC might exist on paper but is not fully operational. Next,

the existing SEB is usually unbundled into separate entities tasked with generation, transmission, and distri-

bution. In addition to the legal creation of the newly unbundled entities, it is essential that the assets of the

SEB were transferred to the new corporate forms in order for a case to be considered a success. Therefore,

if the SEB has not been unbundled, or assets have not yet been transferred, we code the case as a failure.

Finally, another important component of a successful reform process is improvement in the technical and

financial situation of the newly unbundled entities.

Since the progress of reforms in so many Indian States was near the borderline, the coding decision

was made by multiple reviewers in addition to a designated supervisor. This ensured that the decision of

“complete success” versus “partial success” was consistent. Any instances where different judgments arose

required researchers to gather additional sources to provide definitive support for the final coding decision.

The outcomes were measured with respect to changes in performance after power sector reforms and using

data up to the year 2019. This strategy ensures that the outcomes were compared at the same time for all

states, though it does give early movers more time to achieve their goals; in practice, though, we find no

evidence that early or late movers would have performed better.

Our definition of a successful reform is in line with other existing measures.6 It is broader than Pargal

and Banerjee’s [62] framework in the 2014 World Bank Report that focuses on power sector finances and

the gap between costs and revenue. The mandates of the 2003 Electricity Act are also noted in their report,

which are: competition, accountability and transparency, cost recovery, access, quality and affordability, and

renewable energy. The drivers of power sector reform that we analyze are related to improving the first five

aspects.
6While there exist scholarly debates about the global applicability of the market-oriented structural reforms that were popular

during the 1990s, there has not been general consensus on what a new norm for reforms should be (e.g., [10] p.14, [61])
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Achieving these goals can also contribute to improvements in quality and affordability, as well the use of

renewable energy. Aklin et al. [63] find that households in rural India consider the lack of electricity a major

nuisance. If power sector reforms enhance the profitability of rural electricity service, then utilities have

incentives to enhance quality; if generation capacity increases and T&D losses decrease, better service is

easier to achieve. By improving the profitability of distribution companies, power sector reforms also create

fiscal space for poverty alleviation, perhaps through cash transfers or lifeline tariffs for the poor. Increasing

the use of renewable energy, on the other hand, depends on a sound regulatory system and a tariff structure

that encourages investment. While we prefer not to measure the success of power sector with respect to the

indirect goals of quality, affordability, and renewable energy, our approach is nonetheless relevant to them.

We acknowledge that improved financial and technical performance do not automatically result in better

service (e.g., [34]) and that there is disagreement about the direction of the relationship between reforms

and T&D losses (e.g., [64, 10, 65]) but without such improvements it is highly unlikely that service quality

would improve in the long run [66].

4.3 Explanatory Variables

The explanatory variables used in the comparative case studies are summarized in Table 1. We code both

pressures to reform and possible causes of reform failure based on observable data. As quantitative indicators

of reform pressures, we use the gap between the supply and demand for power and the percent of T&D losses

out of the total electricity generated, which captures the amount of financial burden incurred by the SEBs

that falls on state governments. We also include external pressures by accounting for the role of development

assistance organizations, such as the World Bank or the Asian Development Bank, that initiated reforms in

exchange for providing financial aid to state governments.

For causes of reform failure, we first measure the influence of the agricultural lobby or labor union

on preventing the government from pursuing further reform policies, which are evidenced by organized

protests or strikes against power sector reform. Second, to evaluate the role of partisan conflicts as an

impediment to reform, we consider whether or not political parties or leaders took opposing positions related

to power reform. Lastly, to detect electoral populism, we look for evidence that the party controlling the state

legislature uses populist appeals during their election campaigns to openly reject power sector reform. This

is a strategy that generally manifests itself as campaign promises for free or heavily subsidized electricity
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for voters. See appendix for precise coding rules.

[Table 1 about here.]

5 Findings

We begin with a brief description of the results and then discuss the associations between reform obstacles

and outcomes. In Table 2, we provide an overview of the outcomes, pressures to reform, and obstacles to

the reform process. Beginning with reform outcomes, the table shows widespread variation. In three states

(i.e. Delhi, Gujarat, and West Bengal), the power sector reforms can be considered a complete success. The

reforms were implemented in full without reversals. Furthermore, the new policies enabled considerable

improvements in the performance of the power sector. In contrast, reform efforts fell flat in six states,

including Bihar, Jharkhand, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, and Uttarakhand. Although some reforms

were implemented, they were limited and yielded disappointing substantive results. For instance, as noted

by Chandra [67], Jharkhand’s unbundling of its SEB in 2014 has been mostly on paper and do not act as

separate entities in practice. In the remaining eleven states, the reforms were a partial success. One of these

states, Odisha, has ambitious plans to improve its large AT&C losses under Tata Power as of 2020, but this

comes after several roadblocks in the reform process including a failed attempt at privatizing its distribution

company in 2005.

[Table 2 about here.]

Technical and financial considerations were at the forefront in almost all of the states, and power sec-

tor reforms were a response to major difficulties and weak performance of electric utilities. The partially

successful cases of Odisha and Maharashtra, for instance, both aimed to decrease their large T&D losses

through restructuring. Maharashtra’s T&D loss prior to reform was 35% in 2004, and this figure decreased

to 15% in 2014. In contrast, Odisha continues to have one of the highest T&D and AT&C losses despite

having a revised tariff structure. Other studies suggest that electricity pricing and collection may help ex-

plain these different rates of improvement. In Maharashtra, several measures have been taken to improve

bill collection and reduce theft such as electronic payment systems that has resulted in improvements in

T&D and AT&C losses [68]. However, in Odisha, consumers, rather than industries, are responsible for the

highest tariffs and there are many weaknesses in the billing and collection process from this group [69].
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External pressure, mostly in the form of reform packages and financial support by outside actors, was

found in about half of the cases. Among various external actors, the World Bank has worked with the most

number of states including designing the agenda for initial reforms in Odisha and Andhra Pradesh in the late

1990s, and providing a loan to improve transmission in Jharkhand in 2018. The Asian Development Bank

played a similar role in providing restructuring advice in Assam and Gujarat and other states, and the United

Kingdom’s Department of International Development assisted in unbundling in West Bengal.

Importantly, this result demonstrates that internal problems (rather than external pressure) were more

often the primary motivation for reforms. Indian states engaged in power sector reform because they found

it a necessary response to a desperate situation, and not only because of foreign pressure. While the World

Bank played a key role in promoting power sector reforms in the 1990s, even states that faced little external

pressure often decided to attempt policy changes. Various obstacles were also found in the reform cases.

The most common problem was labor union resistance, followed by agricultural lobby activism. Partisan

conflicts were relatively uncommon and took place in only three states.

Having presented the results of the comparative case studies, we provide a cross-tabulation of outcomes

and factors of pressure or obstacles to reform in Table 3. To begin with, the table shows that the various

pressures to reform were not related to outcomes. Regardless of the reform outcome, on average each state

faced at least two pressures. This suggests that none of the pressure types is particularly associated with

the outcome. Therefore, to explain the success and failure of reform, we need to investigate the role of

obstacles to policy change. Indeed, we see that the number of obstacles is on average six times as high in

cases of failure when compared to cases of success – a clear indication that the obstacles are associated with

outcomes.

[Table 3 about here.]

Specifically, the table shows a strong association between outcomes and certain obstacles to reform. The

first strong predictor of failure is labor union opposition. Although labor union opposition was found in one

successful case, Delhi, representatives of Delhi Vidyut Board’s (DVB) employees reached an agreement with

the Delhi government on reform. On the other hand, unions were by far the most common obstacle in cases

of failure: in five out of six failure cases, labor union opposition was met. Strikes and protests by the SEB’s

employees and engineers lasting anywhere between 24 hours to several days took place prior to unbundling
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and privatization, and they had a large impact on delaying negotiations. Protests took place in Bihar, for

instance, and their unbundling occurred in 2013 after much postponement. In cases of partial success, labor

union opposition was much less common – six out of eleven cases. Thus, labor union association is strongly

associated with the tendency of reforms to fail.

Farming lobbies also played a key role in many cases of failure. In three out of six cases of failure,

including the large states of Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh, effective mobilization by farmers was associ-

ated with failure. Since farmers in these states often enjoyed free or nearly free electricity through subsidies,

organized farmers’ lobbies mobilized against the threat of increased agricultural electricity prices and threat-

ened to punish the government for reforms in elections. For instance, in Uttar Pradesh, the agricultural sector

received high subsidies and farmers have held protests across the state against tariff hikes. Such mobilization

was never seen in successful cases and it was only seen in four out of eleven cases.

We also found some, if perhaps limited, evidence for the role of electoral opportunism. To begin with,

such opportunism was never present in any of the successful cases. In three out of the six failure cases

(Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand), we found evidence of electoral opportunism and difficulties of

reform related to populist electoral promises. In Tamil Nadu’s case, the two main competing parties could

not ignore the large farming constituency due to their fear of losing electoral support, so their attempts to

increase electricity tariffs failed and resulted in continuous free electricity for farmers. Such issues were

much less common in cases of partial success – two out of eleven – and never present in cases of success.

A closely related argument to electoral opportunism is that single party rule may explain success in

Delhi, Gujarat, and West Bengal. All three successful states were controlled by the same single party

during the majority of the reform period. Single party rule may insulate governments from short term

populist pressures, allowing parties to reap benefits from enacting longer term reforms [70]. Whereas, in

states with high levels of party competition and political turnover, governments are uncertain if they will

remain in power long enough to claim credit and reap the rewards from reform. For example, political

transitions in Madhya Pradesh and Haryana stymied reform efforts taken up by the previous administration.

However, while single party rule may be a necessary precondition to enact long-term reform it does not

appear sufficient in the Indian case. In Chhattisgarh, the BJP won three consecutive elections between 2003

and 2013 but was only partially successful in their reform efforts. Similarly, the INC dominated elections
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in Assam between 2001 and 2016 but failed to fully implement reforms. Moreover, even when single party

rule coincided with reform success, states were hardly devoid of political competition. The CPI(M) ruled

continuously in West Bengal but never amassed more than 37% of the overall vote share during the reform

period (Election Commission of India). In other words, while party stability may open space for reforms,

these state legislatures were not entirely free from the populist pressures of electoral competition.

The weakest explanation for reform failure is partisan conflict. In Rajasthan, reforms were initiated

by the Congress Party (INC) but was soon opposed by the Communist Party (CPI(M)). A similar conflict

in Kerala between the Communist party (CPI(M)) and the United Democratic Front (UDF) appear to have

undermined the implementation of power sector reforms. However, among the different obstacles of reform,

partisan conflict was present in the fewest number of cases.

5.1 Selected Case Studies

Using a “most different" case selection approach, we focus on four cases that are complete “successes"

(Delhi and West Bengal) or “failures" (Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh) to illustrate in detail how these factors

come into play in the reform process. All four states experienced pressure to reform due to high energy

deficits and financial losses of their SEB. Also, one out of the two success or failure cases received financial

help from an outside agent, which was the U.K for West Bengal and the World Bank for Uttar Pradesh. With

these relatively similar baseline pressures across the four states, we explore the main obstacles to reform to

help explain the states’ relative success or failure in the reform process. A summary of our findings is in

Table 4.

[Table 4 about here.]

Among them, Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh are two states where reform has stagnated for years de-

spite the central government’s initiatives. One reason for this is that both states faced strong opposition by

agricultural lobby or SEB employee unions. In Tamil Nadu, these movements were coupled with aggressive

re-election strategies of two rival parties that dominate the state’s politics, DMK and AIADMK. The two

competing parties pursued an electoral strategy of promising free goods in exchange for electoral support,

which includes buying off labor union opposition.

In contrast, reform has been successful in Delhi and West Bengal, though for very different reasons. On
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the one hand, Delhi is one of two states in addition to Odisha that successfully adopted nominal electricity

privatization by including multiple competing private distribution and transmission corporations [71]. In

Delhi, the standard textbook approach of restructuring and privatization produced marked improvements in

technical and financial performance, as well as service quality. The Delhi government struck a deal with

the key labor union and agricultural opposition was never an issue in this urban area. A related study by

Srivastava [72] notes that the preferences and job security of the employees were taken into consideration

during the reform process and this was important for its success.

On the other hand, the power sector in West Bengal has not been privatized at all, yet it has made several

profitable changes. The reforms were mostly conducted under the Communist government in West Bengal

and they succeeded, through a series of carefully designed and consistent reforms, to implement a fully

operational SERC, unbundle the power sector, and improve all aspects of power supply. The desire of the

All India Trinamool Congress to stay in power since its triumph in the 2011 state assembly elections against

the CPI(M) that had been in power from for 35 years increased party competition. While Trinamool re-

sorted to more populist tactics, Chatterjee [70] finds that the party’s main strategy to compete was to attract

more industries for government revenue. This pro-industrial strategy further shielded the utility sector from

partisan conflict. A key feature of the West Bengal case is that a strategy focused on performance improve-

ments without privatization or competition produced excellent outcomes under a communist government.

The left-wing government’s strong relationship with labor unions facilitated the formation of an agreement,

and agricultural interests were not powerful or mobilized enough to prevent the reform.

The reform experiences in these four states show that state-level political pressures are indeed capable

of stalling the success of the reform process. Foreign intervention through development loans and the

deficiency of the power sector itself, in contrast, play a minor role in most states (especially in the later

period of reforms). This, combined with the absence of partisan conflicts over reform, constitute the main

surprises of power sector reforms in the Indian states.

To summarize, the evidence clearly favors the hypotheses on labor unions, farming lobbies, and electoral

opportunism as obstacles to power sector reform. Pressures to reform were common across the board and

thus cannot explain variation in outcomes. Partisan conflict was present only in one case of failure. Labor

unions, farming lobbies, and electoral opportunism were, in contrast, present in at least 50% cases of failure
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– and only labor union opposition was ever present in a case of success.

These obstacles may have sometimes reinforced each other. In some cases of failure, such as Uttar

Pradesh, all three key obstacles were present. But in others, such ass Bihar, Kerala, and Uttarakhand, we

only found evidence of one obstacle – labor union opposition. In yet others, such as Tamil Nadu, the

combination of farming lobbies and electoral opportunism was present. Overall, however, there is no clear

evidence that any particular combination would have to be present for reforms to fail: each of the three

critical factors is important in its own right.

5.2 Alternative Explanations

While some evidence of alternative explanations can be found in one or more cases, they fail to explain

reform outcomes across the 20 states studied. Our supporting evidence for this section are in section A2 of

the appendix.

First, politicians at the state level might decide whether or not they should initiate the reform after learn-

ing other states’ reform experiences. In particular, states that pioneered power sector reforms could offer

states that had yet to begin reforms valuable lessons when planning their reform strategies. For example,

Odisha’s model that was constructed under the guidance of the World Bank was widely analyzed and ref-

erenced during reform debates in Haryana and Andhra Pradesh [73]. However, as shown in Figure 3, this

does not seem to be the case. We observe the divergence of reform outcomes across different states. As

the three successful states all began reforms by creating SERCs before 2000, the states that started later

did not seem to follow in the footsteps of these successful cases but ended as partially successful or even

as complete failures. While this alternative explanation does not add explanatory power to the initiation of

reform, lessons from Indian states have been widely analyzed and referenced in discussions of power sector

reforms in developing countries [61]. One notable case is Maharashtra’s experience of its failed Enron Dab-

hol power project in the mid-1990s that has been used to derive lessons on privatization, foreign investments

and purchasing power agreements [74, 75, 76].

[Figure 3 about here.]

Next, power sector reforms could reflect the pre-existing level of economic development. To consider

this possibility, appendix Figure A2 shows a graph that relates a state’s (log-transformed) GDP per capita
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before reforms, in 1995, to the outcome of power sector reforms, as we have coded it. The figure suggests

at best a weak relationship between pre-reform wealth and the outcome. In particular, the spread of pre-

reform wealth is wide among states that we have classified as complete failures. Even relatively wealthy

states such Uttarakhand, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala have seen failures of power sector reform, while a state

poorer than them, West Bengal, has achieved success. We also explore the percent of rural populations with

access to electricity as a measure of economic development (Figure A3). The relationship between rural

electrification and power sector reform outcomes is even weaker. Among the states with failed reforms,

Bihar had the lowest rate of rural electricity access in the country in 2000, while Kerala and Tamil Nadu

had the highest rates. And in fact, a related group of studies debate the relationship between economic

development and reforms in the opposite direction by questioning whether reforms have been beneficial for

the poor. A study of three Indian states from 1998-2002 show that electrification level for the poor after

reforms have actually declined in most cases [77]. This may be due to increased tariffs or incentives of

corporatized entities to discourage new connections for the poor.

Third, reform outcomes might depend on the institutional capacity of states. Corrupt governments might

find it more difficult to change the status quo as vested interests would spare no effort to defend the estab-

lished system. Golden and Min [78] find evidence (for the period of 2000 to 2009 in Uttar Pradesh) that

incumbents are more likely to be reelected in areas with greater electricity line loss (electricity that is dis-

tributed to consumers but for which bills are not issued), suggesting that incumbent members of legislative

assemblies (MLA’s) do not enforce metering prior to elections for electoral gains. To evaluate this, we use

the 2005 India Corruption Study (ICS) from Transparency International India and Centre for Media Studies

as the proxy of government quality [79]. The ICS utilized survey data from more than 10 thousand house-

holds across 20 states to create a corruption index that includes individuals’ perception of corruption and

experiences with government services such as water supply, education, and the public distribution system.

We tabulate the average rank for each reform outcome in the appendix. On average, successful states are

ranked higher, suggesting that their government is relatively clean and effective. Therefore, “institutional

capacity” seems to play a role in driving successful power sector reforms. However, states who failed in

power sector reform are not necessarily more corrupt, as states with partial success are, on average, the most

corrupt. Institutional capacity is important, but it cannot fully explain variation.
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Finally, we explore how the general trend of economic liberalization affects power sector reforms in

India. The government of India started opening its market to the private sector in the 1980s [55], and power

sector reforms are part of the broader transition toward market liberalization. We collect data on the share

of paid-up capital by non-government companies from the Ministry of Finance and Company Affairs across

different states in 2001 – before the passage of the 2003 Electricity Act – and compare it with the eventual

reform outcomes in 2019 in the appendix. The results suggest little difference in outcomes depending on

general market liberalization.

6 Conclusion and Policy Implications

Power sector reforms are politically controversial [3]. However, understanding the political factors behind

reform failure has proven difficult. In any given case, many different factors are simultaneously present

and complicate inference. Case studies can shed light on the processes behind reform failure, but their

ability to educate us on relative importance of, as well as interactions among, multiple possible factors, is

limited. Statistical approaches can overcome these problems, but the quantification of explanatory variables

is often not possible. Moreover, statistical analysis informs little of the variation in reform processes. To

overcome these problems, we conduct comparative case studies of power sector reform in twenty major

Indian states during the country’s period of liberalization since 1991. We find support for opposing interest

groups, corruption, and electoral populism as critical obstacles to reform. At the same time, we do not find

support for partisan cleavages as obstacles to power sector reform.

For policy, the results are significant because they highlight what types of political opposition and in-

stitutional weakness raise barriers to successful reform. In the Indian context, the ideologies of different

parties do not themselves appear to hold much relevance to understanding variation in power sector reforms.

However, this does not mean that parties are irrelevant. Where parties are beholden to agricultural or la-

bor interests, or the logic of electoral competition pushes them to adopt populist positions, the outlook for

reform is not bright. Successful reforms require effective suppression or negotiation with interest groups,

along with a strong emphasis on programmatic politics in electoral competition.

In 2020, India is debating amendments to the 2003 Electricity Act. One of the points central to debate

has been the push to privatize the power sector in all states and union territories, which states like Maha-

rashtra have been opposed to. As Indian states consider future steps to enhance the governance of the power
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sector, our findings underscore the importance of negotiating agreements with labor unions and compen-

sating agricultural interests for their losses. While the case of West Bengal shows that a high degree of

success is possible when labor unions are accommodated, we see little evidence for success in accommo-

dating farming interests. State governments should consider new approaches, such as compensating farmers

for their losses from reform with cash transfers, or perhaps even offering temporary subsidies to encourage

electricity conservation.

Solving the problem of electoral populism is equally important. Based on our research, it seems that an

understanding among political parties to avoid populist electoral platforms based on free power is important

for reform success. In cases such as Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, free electricity undermined earlier

power sector reforms and compromised the financial sustainability of distribution companies. Political

entrepreneurs interested in better service quality should instead campaign on the quality of electricity supply,

a consideration that recent studies have shown to be important for rural households (e.g.,[63]).

Turning abroad, while the initial conditions and drivers of reform in OECD and non-OECD countries

are “fundamentally different” [34]. Our study can speak to some political similarities in reform experience

across the Global North and Global south. For example, labor unions in France, Italy, Austria and Canada

all vigorously opposed reform, serving as the vanguard against public sector privatization [80]. Ultimately,

these labor movements only delayed power sector reform, meeting resistance as center right or right-wing

populist parties increasingly took power across Europe [80]. In India, we find interest groups and power

sector unions provide a strong bulwark against reform. If Europe is any guide, however, the continued

dominance of the BJP, and austerity measures pushed by the party, may curtail interest groups’ veto power

over reform. In other words, labor unions and interest groups that were successful in the past may soon

lack the necessary political allies in state government. For example, reform efforts in Gujarat during Modi’s

tenure faced opposition from both power sector unions and agricultural interests. The BJP brought union

employees into the fold via a tripartite agreement that guaranteed jobs and retraining. Moreover, since

agriculture and subsidized consumers made up a less salient portion of the BJP support base, protests from

these groups fell on deaf ears. In West Bengal, [70] emphasizes continuous party rule as a stabilizing force

allowing the political space for reform. However, we find single party rule an insufficient condition on

its own. Likewise, longer tenured governments have shown to have limited impact on reforms in OECD
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countries [81]. Finally, consumers in India may be rightly wary about short term gains from power sector

reform. Unbundling and the introduction of market incentives did not necessarily lower prices in OECD

countries in the near term [81]. This could especially prove true in the Indian context as cross subsidies are

removed in order to enhance the fiscal health of the power sector.

Given the varied challenges and political obstacles each state faces, any policy proposal should be tai-

lored to the specific political context. One size fits all changes from the center have routinely been met with

resistance or considered infeasible. For some states, a subsidy or cash transfer may buy space for reform

from vested interests. However, a centre-led scheme, such as the direct benefit transfer that is part of the

2020 draft bill for the amended Electricity Act, may be seen as a power grab and likely met with strong

resistance by state governments.7

Another highly debated proposal in the amended Electricity Bill has been on policies surrounding re-

newable energy [82, 83]. Tracking reforms on renewable energy policies by state is an important agenda for

future research. According to India’s Central Electricity Authority, as of March 2020, 21 percent of India’s

electricity came from renewable sources such as solar and wind. In addition to efforts made to improve

India’s power sector as we analyzed in this paper, Modi’s government has focused on expanding renewable

energy capacity. The new reform plans proposed in 2019 included renewable energy purchase obligations

as well as building extensive renewable energy installations and management centers across the country.8

The biggest challenge, however, appears to be renewable energy curtailment that has been extremely high

in many states (50% in Tamil Nadu); such inefficiency mostly results from failing to predict demand accu-

rately [84]. Enhancing grid infrastructure will help increase renewable energy capacity. More importantly,

the Indian discoms’ improved financial health will help implement such new projects.

7Dharur, Suresh. "How the new electricity bill plans a ‘power’ cut of states." The Federal, 12 May 2020.
8See Bhaskar, Utpal. “Govt’s 100-day plan aims to re-energize India’s power sector." Mint, 12 Jun 2019.
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Figure 1: Distribution of power sector reforms in 2002 (upper) and 2019 (bottom) by state. The six re-
forms considered are the constitution of a state regulatory commission, the functioning of a state regu-
latory commission, unbundling, open access rules, competition in electricity distribution, and utility pri-
vatization. The graphs are drawn based our original data using publicly available GIS files (https:
//www.diva-gis.org/) that may contain inaccurate borders. Telangana state is shown in the 2019
map but is not included in our study. See research design for details.
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Figure 2: Average transmission and distribution losses (%, upper), total number of power sector reforms
(count, middle), and different types of reforms (count by type, lower) in our study sample. The blue dash line
indicates the enactment of the Electricity Act, 2003. The middle panel is the aggregate count of reforms (0-6
per state) implemented by all 20 states in a given year. The six reforms considered in the lower panel are the
constitution of a state regulatory commission, the functioning of a state regulatory commission, unbundling,
open access rules, competition in electricity distribution, and privatization of utilities. Data sources: no. of
reforms by state is from original coding by authors, T&D loss data is from indiastats.com.
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Hypotheses Variables

Pressure to Reform
Performance Electricity availability

SEB financial losses
External Funds from foreign organizations
Why Reform Failed
Interest groups Labor union activism

Lobbying by agricultural interests
Electoral populism Parties or political elites oppose reform under popular, electoral pressure
Partisan Conflict Inter-party disagreement about reform

Presence of farmers’ parties

Table 1: Summary of key explanatory variables for comparative case studies.
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Total States

Outcome
Complete Success 3 Delhi, Gujarat, West Bengal
Partial Success 11 Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Chhattisgarh, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maha-

rashtra, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan
Failure 6 Bihar, Jharkhand, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand

Pressure to Reform
Capacity 18 Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Delhi, Gujarat, Haryana, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh,

Maharashtra, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, West Bengal
Finance 17 Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Delhi, Gujarat, Haryana, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh,

Maharashtra, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal
External 12 Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Gujarat, Haryana, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Punjab, Ra-

jasthan, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal

Obstacle to Reform
Labor Union 12 Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Delhi, Jharkhand, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,

Orissa, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh
Farming Lobby 7 Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh
Partisan Conflict 4 Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Kerala, Rajasthan
Electoral Opportunism 5 Andhra Pradesh, Haryana, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand

Table 2: Summary count of states per outcome, pressure, and obstacle identified.
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Complete Success Partial Success Failure
(3) (11) (6)

Pressure to Reform
Capacity 3 9 6
Finance 3 9 5
External 2 8 2

Number of pressures per case 2.67 2.36 2.17

Obstacle to Reform
Labor Union 1 6 5
Farming Lobby 0 4 3
Partisan Conflict 0 2 2
Electoral Opportunism 0 2 3

Number of obstacles per case 0.33 1.27 2.17

Table 3: Cross-tabulation of reform outcome and pressures/obstacles to reform identified. The gray rows
indicate factors that are clearly associated with failure. Labor union activism, farming lobbies, and electoral
populism were each present in at least 50% of the failed cases and much less frequent for other outcomes.
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Table 4: Comparative Case Studies of Obstacles to Reform

Success Failure

Obstacles Delhi West Bengal Tamil Nadu Uttar Pradesh

Farming
lobbies

No, mostly urban. No, the agricultural ‘flat
rate’ for power in WB was
much higher than the In-
dia average. Many farm-
ers welcomed metering.

Yes, farmers are a large
constituency that enjoys
free electricity.

Yes. Farmers receive sub-
sidies and have protested
and displayed public re-
sistance (i.e. over 17,000
farmer suicides in 2009)
for several years against
the rise of electricity
prices.

Power
sector
labor
unions

Some. In response to
union strikes, Delhi
reached a tripartite agree-
ment with the Govt. of
Delhi, DVB, and their
employees before pri-
vatization in 2000 that
accomodated the union’s
interests.

No. Joint management
councils were established
in 1999 to allow employ-
ees to have input in the re-
forms process.

No. GoTN, TNEB, and
the unions signed a tripar-
tite agreement in 2010.

Yes. There were major
strikes by staff and engi-
neers that were joined by
four major trading unions,
in 1999 and 2000 prior to
unbundling. In response,
UP was the first state to
setup a trust to protect em-
ployee’s terminal benefits.

Electoral
oppor-
tunism

No, reforms were largely
implemented under INC
(in power from 1998 to
2014), which allowed
them to avoid electoral
pressures and partisan
conflict.

No. CPI(M), in power
from 1977-2011, viewed
cutting losses of PSEs
(during 2001-05) in the
state as essential for its
long term political sur-
vival. This experience was
valuable when restructur-
ing the power sector.

Yes. DMK and AIADMK
parties dominate the po-
litical environment mak-
ing it difficult for either to
alienate farmers because
of political populism and
fear of losing the next
election.

Yes. Political interference
by all major parties (BJP,
BSP, SP, Congress) was
an ongoing problem
for UPSEB. Evidence
(from 2000-09) suggest
that MLAs “allow" non-
metering for electoral
gains before Assembly
elections.

Partisan
conflict

No, although the AAP
campaigned against elec-
tricity tariff hikes and
promised to reduce them,
they came into power in
2013-14 after reforms.

No. Reforms took place
under CPI(M), who ruled
out privatizing unbundled
entities early on.

No. Although AIADMK
attempted to increase elec-
tricity tariffs, they were
forced to withdraw after
an electoral setback.

No. There is no direct
evidence that the BJP or
Congress opposed reform.

Table 4: Selected case studies of obstacles to reform.
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A1 Data Description: Reform Progress by State
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Figure A1: Power sector reforms by state. The y-axis is the count of reforms (0-6) implemented by a
state in a given year. The six reforms considered are the constitution of a state regulatory commission,
the functioning of a state regulatory commission, unbundling, open access rules, competition in electricity
distribution, and privatization of utilities. Data source: compiled by authors
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A2 Alternative Explanations: Wealth, Institutional Capacity, and Economic

Liberalization
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Figure A2: Relationship between state logged GDP per capita in 1995 (pre-reform period) and outcome of
reforms. Reform outcome: 3=success, 2=partial success, 1=failure. Data sources: Originally coded data
for reform outcomes; GDP data from various states’ Directorate of Economics Statistics.
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Figure A3: Relationship between the percentage of villages with electricity access in 2002 and outcome of
reforms. Reform outcome: 3=success, 2=partial success, 1=failure. Data sources: Originally coded data
for reform outcomes; http://indiastat.com/ for village electrification.
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Failure Partial Success Success
(n=11) (n=5) (n=3)

Average Rank 11.4 10.2 7.3
(6.9) (5.8) (4.0)

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses.

Table A1: Average rank of corruption and reform outcomes, 2005. The 2005 ICS did not cover Uttarakhand.

Failure Partial Success Success
(n=10) (n=4) (n=3)

Average Share 0.22 0.18 0.26
(0.06) (0.06) (0.11)

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses.

Table A2: Average share of paid-up capital by non-government companies, 2001. Source: Ministry of
Finance and Company Affairs, Government of India. Original data did not include Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand,
and Uttarakhand.
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A3 Coding of Explanatory Variables

A3.1 Pressures to Reform

The supply-demand gap and financial pressure to reform are quantifiable. The supply-demand gap manifests

itself in the power cuts that are common in many parts of India, and citizens and reporters typically measure

these cuts in terms of how many hours of reliable power customers can expect per day. Technical sources

quantify these cuts in terms of availability or supply-demand gap, which is the amount of power produced

as a percentage of the total amount demanded during a financial year. Another closely related indicator is

T&D losses, measured as the percentage of total electricity generated. Financial pressures to implement

reforms are losses incurred by the SEBs that must be covered by the state government. Covering these

losses was a major hurdle for cash strapped state governments throughout India, and cutting state budget

deficits became part of many opposition parties’ campaigns for office. To measure these outcomes, besides

case-specific secondary sources, we consult official government reports such as the annual reports of the

planning commission on state power sectors (Planning Commission, 2012).

External pressures for reform were exerted by developmental assistance organizations from around the

world. Odisha is the most studied case, and initiated reforms in exchange for the World Bank’s promise to

finance the Upper Indravati Hydro Project. In addition to the World Bank’s role in several states’ reform

programs, the DFID in the United Kingdom and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) also provided financ-

ing and assistance to state governments. The data for external pressure is found from case-specific reports,

academic literature, and newspaper articles.

A3.2 Obstacles to Reform

First, we search for evidence of agricultural lobby or labor union opposition to power sector reforms. The

agricultural sector in India has remained a powerful political force at both the state level and national level,

and delivering free or heavily subsidized power to this sector remains a common political strategy. In order

to identify states where the agricultural sector lobbied against the power sector reform, researchers looked

for evidence that the lobby actively opposed reforms. We coded this variable “Yes” if one or both of the

following criteria are met.
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• There were visible acts of opposition by the farming lobby regarding the state’s power reform, often

in the form of organized protests.

• The state government openly addressed their policy or any future changes in their policy regarding

electricity for the agricultural sector to offset potential protests.

Labor union opposition to reforms is usually evidenced by strikes or other labor actions that garner media

coverage. In cases where labor unions consented to the reform process, a tripartite agreement tends to be

signed between unions, the state government, and the SEB. An example of this type of agreement is Delhi,

where a tripartite agreement between the GNCTD, DVB, and union representatives was signed before the

GNCTD began to restructure the public power sector (Stamminger, 2002). These agreements contain job-

security guarantees and often provide training to redeploy excess workers following restructuring. Our

coding rules for identifying labor union opposition to reforms accounted for both direct actions (usually

strikes) and signed agreements. The formal definition used to code the cases examined the two components:

• The power reform process faced visible opposition, defined as organized protests, strikes, or threats

to go on a strike.

• The labor unions consented to the reform process by signing a formal agreement (such as a tripartite

agreement between unions, the state government, and the SEB).

Cases in which visible opposition took place were coded as “yes” to labor union opposition regardless of

whether there was a formal agreement in the end. States that only witnessed a signed agreement without

visible opposition were coded as “no.” If neither of two conditions is met, a state is coded as “no.”

Second, to evaluate the role of partisan conflicts as an impediment to reform, we consider whether or

not political parties or leaders took opposing positions related to power reform. The existence of partisan

politics as an impediment to reforms is coded “Yes” if:

• There is evidence that one party supported and another opposed power sector reform. For example, is

there verifiable evidence that a party leader or party platform clearly stated their stance on reform;

• An agricultural (or farmer’s) party will be considered as a proxy for opposition to reform even if we

lack evidence of the agricultural party’s reform position.
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Third, electoral populism generally manifests itself as campaign promises for free or heavily subsidized

material goods, which in our case amounts to low cost electricity for voters. In some cases, elected politi-

cians increase power provision to un-metered customers in an attempt to sway voters in an election year

(Min and Golden, 2014). To detect electoral populism, we look for evidence that the party controlling the

state legislature uses populist appeals during their campaign for elected office. Specifically, the research

team coded “Yes” to the existence of electoral populism appears as an impediment to reforms when there

was evidence of either:

• A political party, regardless of its conventionally known ideological position, openly rejects the power

sector reform or would only implement partial reform because the introduction of complete power

sector reform would undermine their electoral strength, or

• A political leader, usually the Chief Minister of a particular state, openly denounces the power sector

reform or would only implement partial reform as complete power sector reform would compromise

his/her electoral popularity.

Additionally, states that had parties or political leaders that implemented reform due to popular pressure are

not coded as “Yes,” since responding to public pressure in these cases facilitated rather than impeded reform

efforts.
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A4 Selected Case Studies of Power Sector Reforms

A4.1 Case Selection

The selection of cases for extended analysis is intended to show the mechanisms that can impede or facil-

itate reforms, and to identify those factors that are common to the majority of reform efforts by the state

governments. We have already conducted a controlled case comparison of 20 cases, and now focus on un-

derstanding the processes that promote or hinder power sector reform. In a “most different” case selection

approach (Seawright and Gerring, 2008, 298), the focus on those cases that are complete “successes” or

“failures” allows us to highlight those factors that are nearly always fatal to the reforms process (and those

that are never fatal), and provides substance to our claims as to why they are actually the impediment present

in those cases that fall somewhere between a “success” or “failure.”

The four cases we discuss exhibit variation both in outcomes and obstacles to reform. The two cases

that are coded as “successful” demonstrate that neither partisan ideology nor the refusal to privatize con-

stituted insurmountable barriers to reform. In Delhi, reforms were initiated under Sheila Dikshit (INC),

and privatization of the unbundled distribution companies was key in helping to cut financial losses and

increase electricity provision. In fact, the Government of Delhi required private firms bidding on the newly

unbundled distribution companies to also commit to cutting power losses over the following five years.

While the turn towards the private sector was key to Delhi’s success with power reforms, the Government

of West Bengal pursued a power reform plan that explicitly ruled out any moves toward privatization. This

is because West Bengal is a stronghold of the Communist Party, which proved helpful in reforming their

ailing SEB because it established credibility when bargaining with SEB employee unions. Despite Delhi’s

privatization and West Bengal’s refusal to do so, both states have made reforms that promote profitability

and a more reliable power supply.

The two cases that constitute “failures” illustrate how a powerful agricultural lobby, employee union

opposition, and electoral opportunism can hinder the success of power sector reforms. The state government

of Uttar Pradesh has been subsidizing the cost of electricity for the agricultural sector since the 1970s.

Additionally, the labor unions representing SEB employees have long been actively opposed to any efforts

at power sector reform.
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Similar to Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu has a substantial agricultural lobby and provides free electricity

to farmers (which accounts for more than 20% of electricity supplied). Tamil Nadu’s attempts at power

reform have likewise been hobbled by electoral opportunism. Both of the two regional parties that dominate

the state’s politics have pursued an electoral strategy of bidding for votes by promising free goods. In the

most recent elections, these parties competed to offer voters free laptops and school uniforms (Ganesan

and Krishnamoorthy, 2011). Despite the fact that the AIADMK and the DMK have alternated control of

the office of Chief Minister throughout this period, the financial and power supply situation in Tamil Nadu

continued to deteriorate. These parties have also effectively “bought off” employee union opposition by

delivering constant salary increases to the SEB employees despite the constant power cuts and financial

losses facing the state (ET, 2014).

While both Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu demonstrate how a strong agricultural lobby can stall reforms,

Uttar Pradesh’s experience also shows how opposition from powerful employee unions can impede progress.

Unlike Uttar Pradesh’s conflict with employee unions, Tamil Nadu’s dealings with employee unions is con-

sistent with the policy of appeasement and electoral opportunism pursued by both major political parties in

the state. The AIADMK and DMK parties in Tamil Nadu have both placed the blame on the other party for

power supply cuts in election years, and despite turnover in office both parties prove unwilling to make the

politically costly decision to stop giving away electricity to rural interests.

A4.2 Pressures to Reform

All of these states faced tremendous pressure for reform in the public power sector. On the one hand, they

invariably suffered from severe inefficiency in electricity provision, as residents faced chronic unpredictable

power disruption, large T&D losses, and an increasing gap between supply and demand (Stamminger, 2002;

Malhotra and Negi, 2009). On the other hand, the commercial predicaments of the SEBs brought tremen-

dous fiscal stress to state budgets. As observed in most states, the SEBs became highly indebted as the

result of cross-subsidies and industrial sector’s evasion of electricity tariffs through captive power genera-

tion (Ambirajan, 1999; Ianchovichina, Liu, and Nagarajan, 2007-8). The mounting financial losses forced

the state governments to reform the public power sector. As presented in Table A3, the electricity sector

in all four states suffered financial losses through the 1990s. Among four of them, Delhi and West Bengal
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West Bengal Delhi Uttar Pradesh Tamil Nadu

1992 −104.00 −83.45 −325.72 −104.00
1993 −93.12 NA −484.55 −121.74
1994 −136.66 0.00 −464.39 −0.81
1995 −129.80 −233.00 −457.94 −31.04
1996 −160.44 −252.35 −1361.73 −103.60
1997 −198.33 −306.37 −1488.31 −119.32
1998 −439.00 −418.84 −1488.31 −298.71
1999 −339.43 −444.64 −1046.49 −581.30
2000 −426.90 −425.29 −1021.50 −583.31
2001 −437.79 −440.20 −1083.18 −1011.83
2002-6 NA NA NA NA
2007 41.16 −89.49 −2003.15 −2003.13
2008 19.57 48.78 −2678.02 −3869.93
2009 40.61 247.92 −2735.71 −4576.37
2010 78.85 NA −2278.34 −4410.19
2011 82.41 NA −1366.62 −4202.93

Table A3: Commercial profit and loss (without subsidy) in West Bengal, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, and Tamil
Nadu. In million USD, with the 2000 GDP deflator and exchange rate. Data are not available between 2002
and 2006 for all states; data are not available for Delhi in 2010 and 2011.

witnessed reduction in those losses by the mid-2000s.

The effect of foreign intervention appears to be relatively minor. The World Bank provided or planned

to offer financial assistance in Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal, but these two states have drastically different

reform outcomes. The World Bank launched several projects to improve the transmission and distribution

of electricity in Uttar Pradesh (Gurtoo and Pandey, 2001; World Bank, 2005); in West Bengal, it sought

to help the state government upgrade aging thermal power plants (World Bank, 2009; Vijayakumar, 2012).

However, in both cases, the World Bank could not convince the states to privatize their power sectors.

A4.3 Key Obstacles to Reform: Union Activism and Agricultural Lobbying

Despite common pressure, governments in these states encountered different societal and political obstacles.

First, the lobbying pressure from the agricultural sector and the SEB employees have generated tremendous

pressure that impeded the reform in Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh. In Tamil Nadu, the DMK and the

AIADMK, two dominant Dravidian parties in the state, provided free electricity to secure the agricultural

sector’s electoral support (Ambirajan, 1999; Jain, 2004; Ianchovichina, Liu, and Nagarajan, 2007-8; ET,

2007; Sawhney, 2012). Despite the fact that these two parties have alternated in power over the past several

elections, they continue to rely on blaming the other party and promises of free goods for voters to garner

electoral support (Ganesan and Krishnamoorthy, 2011; Leena, 2014).
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In Uttar Pradesh, the agricultural sector has similarly benefited from subsidized electricity since the

Green Revolution of the 1970s. Specifically, as Shah, Giordano, and Mukherji (2012) documents, while in

the 1970s electricity in Uttar Pradesh was provided to agricultural customers on a pro-rated basis, the state

government switched to a flat rate that enabled farmers to extract groundwater and sell it at a profit. While

the rate paid by farmers in Uttar Pradesh is higher than states like Tamil Nadu, it is substantially less than

other states (e.g. Gujarat) (Kahnert and Levine, 1993).

Moreover, the union of SEB employees in both states also emerge as influential opposition forces against

electricity reform, as their members might lose a great deal if the power sector is privatized. While strikes

were threatened preceding the initiation of reforms in Odisha and Delhi in the 1990s, employee unions took

to the streets in Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh in opposition to power sector reforms. The SEB union in

Uttar Pradesh opposed the reform even though the current unbundling only led to the creation three separate

public power corporations (Gurtoo and Pandey, 2001).

In contrast, the state governments in Delhi and West Bengal managed to contain these opposition forces

through negotiation. With the agricultural sector only a minor political force, the Government of National

Capital Territory of Delhi (GNCTD) successfully reached a Tripartite Agreement between the public elec-

tricity board and its union in 2000 (Stamminger, 2002). Likewise, as indicated by Santhakumar (2005),

under the Communist Party, the state government in West Bengal sought support from the union by re-

forming the power sector without privatizing it. The consensus between government authorities and these

societal interests facilitated power sector reform.

A4.4 Key Obstacles to Reform: Electoral Populism

Although power sector reform might bring long-run financial gains, political parties or leaders are often

reluctant to risk the short-term electoral costs that might result from the restructuring of a state’s power

sector. These costs include disgruntled workers from post-reform downsizing and increased tariff rates for

previously subsidized sectors (most notably agriculture). Rather than confront these politically organized

and powerful groups, parties may choose to “buy off” these groups to ensure their political survival in the

next election; this turn of events describes both the AIADMK and DMK parties in Tamil Nadu in the past

decade. Likewise, in Uttar Pradesh, support for power sector reform has also proven to be political suicide,
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with the BJP suffering substantial losses in the 2002 election (Shukla, 2002).

A4.5 Non-Findings: Partisan Cleavages

Partisan cleavages at the state level do not necessarily impede reform. In general, partisan cleavages over

reform turned out to be relatively rare. The only exception to this pattern is Kerala, where disputes between

the Communist Party of India (Marxist), or CPI(M), and the Congress caused problems and delay in the

implementation. As our case study shows, the power sector reforms were driven by the Congress party’s

policy agenda during the years 2001-2006. When CPI(M) returned to power in the April-May 2006 elec-

tions, reforms stalled because the communist party and allied interest groups, especially labor unions, did

not support the radical economic transformation envisioned by the Congress. In the case of power sector

reforms, measures such as privatization were not acceptable to the communists.

A4.6 Communist Parties and Power Sector Reform

An interesting result from the analysis is West Bengal, one of the most successful reform states, has been

ruled by CPI(M) from 1977 to 2011. The Communist Party that held the Chief Minister’s office embarked on

the power sector reform by creating “public sector enterprises” (PSEs) (Sharma, 2006). Unlike Odisha and

Delhi, reform in West Bengal highlights the government’s endeavor to improve the accounting and manage-

rial structures so as to ensure that the unbundled public electricity corporations will stay financially viable.

So far, the “partial” reform in West Bengal has been viewed as a success. The West Bengal State Electric-

ity Distribution Company Ltd. (WBSEDCL) and the West Bengal Electricity Transmission Company Ltd.

(WBSETCL) have both reported impressive profit since 2010 and 2008, respectively (WBSEDCL, 2007;

WBSETCL, 2010). While it is initially surprising that West Bengal did so well, it turns out that, by focus-

ing on reforms that are consistent with a state-led development approach and avoiding approaches such as

privatization or competition, the CPI was able to improve the governance of public electric utilities, with

impressive results.
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